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The class with "vim and pep" once more comes to the front to relieve the monotone boredom of the poor unfortunate who must of necessity remain here at school to celebrate New Year's Eve. Class A gives you the opportunity to make the pejorative, snappiest, and liveliest event of the New Year.

The Albert Gardner Boyden Gymnasium will take on a festive air that will rival almost the metropolitan night clubs. An orchestra that will present some famous刷新ments that will satisfy your epicurean tastes, and noisemakers that will cheer the most conservatice or even the seniors, will be among the features of the evening. What is more, the music will be from eight to one. Here are the elements of an evening of boyhood and whoopie. If you want a ripping good time come to the "A" dance.

THE OUTSTANDING PLAY OF THE FRESHMEN was "Murad at a Party given by Cullen and Ash, C the class."
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TEACHERS VS. THE PEOPLE

If teachers are human beings — and my friend the Campus Frog assures me that they are — then they should not be treated as such! This is the case of Teachers vs. the People, clearly a revolting and unfriendly series of things; but teachers have endured a pest of a mild and amiable one and social stagnation attached have become almost unbearable.

Two years ago, the social stagnation attached has become almost unbearable. But teachers have endured a pest of a mild and amiable one.

Children go in a group, and because a teacher tells them that Miss Jones is good, they believe her for it had they not been treated as such! This is the case of Teachers vs. the People, clearly a revolting and unfriendly series of things; but teachers have endured a pest of a mild and amiable one and social stagnation attached have become almost unbearable.

Two years ago, the social stagnation attached has become almost unbearable. But teachers have endured a pest of a mild and amiable one.
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Jokes

Alec Purdon says some Scotchmen are generous. He knows one who blows his nose every day.

But, then again, we heard recently that two taxicabs collided and thirty Scotchmen were injured.

Sweeney: "Prof, I can't go to class today."

Mr. Hunt: "Why?"

Sweeney: "I don't feel well."

Mr. Hunt: "Where don't you feel well?"

Sweeney: "In class."

"So you didn't marry that school teacher?"

"No. I didn't show up one night and she wanted me to bring a written excuse signed by my parents."

Len DeLaura created a furor in "soc" when she announced: "The "A" class may come to the rotunda tomorrow and see their stripped pictures."

Edith Young: "What was the name of those big things they used in the war?"

Charlie Genaitis: "Tasks."

Edith: "You're welcome."

Bobbie Mullen: "There are 75 good jokes in the "A" class, not counting the president."

In a class meeting:

President: "Is there any more business to be adjourned before the class?"

A man: "Let's discuss foreign relations."

President: "Why what do you mean?"

A man: "Oh, relations with the pope."

Jean Schutt says she thinks the patrons of the Princess Theatre would like talkies, so she supplies them.

"Tis" Flood thought she was telling us something new when she said in "soc": "Petting groups are formed by craving for fellowship."

Discussing conditioned reflex in psych;

A Wallace Purdon - "I taught my horse to lift up his foot when I brought him a carrot. Why is it that he lifts it even now when I don't bring him anything?"

Mr. Hunt: "That's simple. You take the place of the carrot."

After four years at B. N. S. Jean Schutt wanted to know where the soccer stick was.

According to extensive research carried on in science class by Mr. M. T. Tools, Mr. Longmore was adjudged the most powerful man in the "A" class. He attributes his great lung capacity to the fact that he never uses it except on rare occasions and then he blows.

Lordly A (muddling in abstraction): "Ignorance is bliss."

Tough Frosh: "Yea! What does that make you?"

AFTER BOOK WEEK

Miss Carter: "Miss Baird, did you see the "Animals' Tales"?

Peg: "No, I didn't look at any."

Mr. Arnold, after verbose dissertation on the subject: "Miss Schutt, have you any additions?"

Jean: "You said it."
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x. Play any positions that interest you during the game. It is not necessary to be in any particular place all the time. Do not attempt to follow your line as is very commonly done. Be different.

xi. Be careful when you chase the ball down the field, or the ball chases you. If you don't get in more kicks than another kicker, or you are liable to be called selfish, or a course crapper. They will say that you want the ball all yourself.

xii. Don't be selfish. Help the other team when you get a chance.

I'm Mooren.

Senecal's

The Rexall Store

At Your Service

Snow's

Friendly Store

SPORT WEAR

Odd Fellow's Building

American Restaurant

C. C. Oliver, Prop.

Fair Prices

5c Discount on orders 50c and over Cor. BROAD and MAIN STs.

KODAK AND FILMS

— DEVELOPING —

24-hour Service

Walker's Pharmacy

Hayes

Home Made Ice Cream

Home Baking

Brownies a Specialty

Central Square

We Barber Hair

With Special Care

Lawrence

HAIR DRESSING PARLOR

CENTRAL SQUARE
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CHRISTMAS CARDS

Class A takes great pride in the selections of Christmas cards it is offering its students this year. Miss Una Hilliker, chairman of the committee, has designed a card in black and white on which is a fine etching of the administration building and a conventional Christmas greeting. The card has a distinctive and artistic appearance with its new wide margins, beautiful etching, and simple decorative scheme.

A NEW YEAR'S TALE

Now, listen dear schoolmates, and you shall hear of a season that is very near. 'Tis the night before New Year's, and not an "A" girl was stirring.

But here we strike the thorn in the rose — Against the whole class Hilda Maxfield goes; she takes along her room-mate "Win," and with "Muggy" small, the yin rush in.

But what about Susie? Oh, what a shock! They're at the right place but — WHERE ARE THE MEN? Just listen dear friends, and you shall hear.

They were soon to be found, so give a cheer, For their leader, Kilgrew, has made them all swear To attend every dance the rest of the year.

Isadora Flood.